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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
No report from Dave this month as he is away on a well-earned break.
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FISHING REPORT
Auckland / Waikato
Utter sacrilege, it is well into November and I haven’t been down to either the Coromandel
or the Waikato area! So if anyone has been down there please let us know how you went
at the Club Night next week.
Rotorua
Jigging, Trolling, river mouth fishing, or casting from the lake edges, it doesn’t matter as
the report is the same for all. Sporadic. No report I have heard is giving any consistency at
all. One person did quite well with a slow retrieved smelt fly at the mouth of the Ohau
Channel but when he went back over the next few days he couldn’t catch a thing. Others
are having a beautiful day out on the Lakes but only the occasional fish…
Don’t forget, all the Rotorua Tributaries open up again on December 1st.
Taupo
Report taken from Brian Wilson’s weekly fishing report for the Turangi ILFF Shop.
Many areas that fished extremely well a month ago are now requiring a bit of thought. I
have found that if I move around a bit I can find some areas are providing a higher strike
rate than others. With the weather warming up as we head towards summer, the fish are
also starting to hold up in different water.
Faster shallower water is starting to get more attention from me as the trout move into more
oxygenated water. The slower glides are still producing but fish these areas thoroughly
(fish the clock), and be sure you cover every square inch of water before you move on to
another spot. Generally in sure to hot spots a month or so ago, the fish are still there in
some numbers but may just not be on the bite. If you are not hogging an area i.e. no other
fishermen are around, it pays to trust the area to produce action soon enough and be patient
before vacating it. This happened to me yesterday on the Tongariro when I fished one of
my favourite runs for an hour and a half with no joy and then caught 4 good fish in the next
half an hour.
I am finding the Cleardrift Egg flies towed behind a Tonga Bomb are still working well
enough but increasingly small nymphs like Hare and Copper and Pheasant Tail are starting
to work their magic. A lot more spent fish are turning up now but some of them are putting
on great scraps as they attempt to put condition back on after spawning. Some nice browns
are entering the river at the moment.
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The odd trout is starting to rise now and a dry/dropper rig will be becoming more popular
in the weeks and months ahead.
Saltwater
A recent bait fishing session in shallow, close to shore, water showed me that heading down
with the fly rod to some of the likely looking east coast beaches should get a result. We
saw a number of small but legal Snapper and a couple of good Kahawai fishing the top of
the tide on a bright sunny day. With the water stirred up from recent easterly winds I would
go for either a Pink and White or a Chartreuse and White pattern fly. If you trust the bottom
go for the Clouser style. If you don’t then maybe a Booby style fly on a short 1m leader.

Free but still grumpy!

BEHAVIOUR IN THE RSA
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Just a reminder re behaviour in the RSA. We are guests here and as such we need to ensure
that our behaviour is excellent at all times and above reproach. Especially when at the bar.

CHRISTMAS CLUB NIGHT RSVP
If you are keen to come along to the Christmas Club Night please RSVP to Dave Symes
by the 6th of December. (Dave Symes – 09-486-6257 -Takapuna
dssymes@xtra.co.nz )
This gives the RSA Caterers enough time to organise the food for the night. In the past we
have heavily over catered this event and ended up wasting food, and we want to avoid
doing that again if we can.

LAST CLUB NIGHT
Last month we had Adam Daniel from Fish and Game Auckland / Waikato talking to us.
It was an enjoyable evening and thank you once again Adam.
NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 15th NOVEMBER 7.30 PM
This month we will be having several Club Members talking about Salt Water Fly Fishing
tips in our local area. No doubt it is sure to be an interesting night and we look forward to
seeing you there.

WHY WE FISH
There’s just something about watching fish take a surface fly that I can’t get out of my
head
Craig Mathews
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CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS
Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and
email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have
changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or
so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes
by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi .

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT
The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a
‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a flyfishing dating service…
Name
Ron Blair

Les Rose
Graham Carter
Lloyd Altham

Gary Bolstad

Derek Robinson

Availability
Contact Details
Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco
home 09 834 8841
with 60hp etec Evenrude
mobile 0275 006 336
for serious fishing Salt or Fresh
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
Retired and is happy to take another home 09 4183634
person fishing during the week.
Lives in Hamilton, keen on
021 026 00437
weekday / mid-week trips.
07 855 1833
Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167
Available most time, but prefer
Home 09 420 3120
weekdays.
email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even
Mobile 022 379 3070
Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &
gd.bolstad@gmail.com
Game and Taupo season licences so keen
to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to
go most of the time.
Retired available most times keen to do
Ph 4437311
Waikato streams and most other things.
Mob: 0212 595 371
pamanddek@outlook.com

CLUB TROPHIES
Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club
Member during the year – 1st April to 31st March. Current holder is Fikrit Chinassi.
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Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person
who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this
happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer. Current Holder is Russell Nelson!
Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member
during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the
Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder
is Lucas Bathurst.
I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most
species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st April to 31st March. Current holder
is Johan Kok.
Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days.
One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Johan Kok.
The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater
Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
My mere presence has spoiled the fishing in half a dozen states.
Art Scheck - Warmwater Fly Fishing Magazine - 1998

“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES
Winning fish will be determined by weight.
Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph.
Details to be provided to any committee member.
Competition period April 1st to March 31st . Prize awarded at AGM in April.
Winner’s name and weight of fish to be published in May club newsletter.
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NSFF CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING COMPETITION RULES
The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the
process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of
salt water species. It will run from 1st April in one year to 31st March in the next year with
the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club
Website www.nsff.org.nz
CLUB TRIPS 2022 – 2023
February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes - 2023
March – Lake Otamangakau - 2023
May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes – 17th 18th 19th FEB 2023
June – Tongariro – Club River Fishing Competition - 2023
July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo - 2023
November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – 18th 19th 20th NOV 2022
December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested)
December – Lake Otamangakau – 1st 2nd 3rd DEC 2022
The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the
country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your
committee know.
CLUB STILLWATER COMPETITION – I LOVE FLYFISHING TROPHY
The Stillwater competition for the I LOVE FLY FISHING Trophy and the Stillwater
section of the RODD & GUNN Trophy (combined Stillwater and River) will be held on
Saturday, 19th November.
THIS COMPETITION WAS BOOKED FOR THE 12th BUT DUE TO HORRIBLE
WEATHER FORECASTS HAS BEEN DELAYED BY 1 WEEK.
The Competition will once again be held at Lake Rerewhakaaitu. This Lake is able to be
fished both from the shore and from boats. The lower the lake the easier will be the
access for the shore based angler. This not a super-serious competition and all club
members are urged to participate. Treat it as a social club event and have fun. For any
questions call Barrie Barnes, 021 925006.
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The base for the Competition will be the First DOC Campsite (not Ashpit) and although
the actual Competition takes place on the 19th Barrie and others will be there from Thursday
the 17th, just look out for his large campervan with ‘The Italian Job’ printed on the side.
The campsite has a toilet block and is physically higher than the site used in the past and
so drier in case of rain as well as being less affected by a high water table in general.
IF YOU ARE TAKING PART:
 The competition is open to all financial members of the Club. Intending
participants must register with Barrie Barnes, by email barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
and you will need to book a camp site through the DOC booking system.
 Competitors will be required to have their own measuring tapes and be trusted to
measure their fish and record the lengths. It is desirable that the measuring be
witnessed by another member or if another member is not present then
photographed against a tape measure e.g. with phone. The winner must be able to
show evidence and any dispute will be decided on evidence provided.
DATE and FISHING TIME
From 8.00 am until 5.00 pm on Saturday, 19 November.
HOW TO SCORE
 The winner of the stillwater section will be the person with the highest aggregate
number of points.
 One point is allocated for each cm length of fish, as outlined below.
 The fish will be measured from nose to end of tail. Length will be rounded up to
the next full cm. For example, a 31.4 cm fish will be scored as 32 points. No fish
less than 18 cm will be measured (a 17.5 cm fish is not rounded up to 18cm.)
Measurements are to be verified by another angler or by a photograph of every fish
against a tape measure.
 Remember you can measure as many fish as you can catch HOWEVER if you
catch and kill the limit you must stop fishing.
https://fishandgame.org.nz/assets/Uploads/Anglers-Notice-2018-19-Eastern.pdf
POST COMPETITION
 It is planned for all competitors to meet at the DOC Campground at 6pm 12 NOV.
 Whilst all scores will be checked, recorded and winner determined this will also be
a social get-together. Maybe bring a bar-b-que if you wish. There are toilet
facilities at this location.
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Meinrad with a nice fish caught at the last Competition. Photo courtesy of Meinrad
Roehrs.

DECEMBER CLUB TRIP TO LAKE OTAMANGAKAU
I am proposing the weekend of 2nd 3rd 4th December (Friday, Saturday and Sunday) with a
number of us arriving on Thursday the 1st.
While it is predominately a boat fishery, the Te Whaiau (inlet) canal which can be fished
from the shore, and particularly the “holding” area immediately above the road bridge,
offers a big range of casting positions.
Just be aware that with an altitude of some 2,000 feet above sea level, the conditions can
go from warm and pleasant to bleak very quickly!
By December, the Trout are in ‘eating’ mode, with lots of insect activity, providing some
fantastic fishing activity. The fish are in fantastic condition, big, fat and powerful!
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Costs will be $50 per person per night.
The Accommodation is your own little room with 2 beds, 1 for sleeping and the other for
your gear.
There are shared cooking facilities.
I have “penciled in” 8 cabins at Tongariro Holiday Park so if anyone is interested, please
let me know ASAP.
Dave Symes - Ph: 09 486-6257 - Email:

dssymes@xtra.co.nz

Jimmy with the sort of fish that the Big O can provide. Photo courtesy of Jimmy Teen.

FEBRUARY CLUB TRIP TO NGONGOTAHA AND ROTORUA AREA
This February Trip to fish the Ngongotaha River and the Rotorua region is on the weekend
of Friday 17th, Saturday 18th, Sunday 19th February. We will again be staying at the Paradise
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Valley Lodge. Costs will be $115.00 each, which will cover 2 nights’ accommodation in
the lodge and a BBQ on Saturday evening. If you want to come down on the Thursday, as
many of us do, then simply add $50 to make it $165.00.
Also, a variety of private rooms are available as well.
If you are keen just let me know which nights you can make asap and then pay your money
to the Club in any of the normal ways.




internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Ngonga
as a reference);
Or by Cash on the November, December or February Club Nights

Duncan – 021 648 956 – iconpromote@gmail.com

I’m waiting for you, in the easy part of the Ngongotaha….you know where.
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NGONGOTAHA / ROTORUA ACCOMMODATION SPECIAL
Heather from Paradise Valley Lodge is doing special rates for off peak accommodation,
just let her know that you are from the North Shore Flyfishers Club.
Listen up, ANYONE who loves to fish!
The Ngongotaha Stream is renowned for producing large numbers of trophy-sized brown
and rainbow trout. A must for the fly fisher chasing BIG trout – and just a stroll to the
bottom of the garden away!
We're now taking bookings for the fishing season and can offer a reduced rate during
the week - Sunday through to Thursday.
Options include sharing a room with an en-suite and kitchen, booking the lodge for a
larger group, or an exclusive booking of the entire property for up to 20 people.
There's direct access to our garage for gear, bait, bbq smoker, and filleting station Everything for the trout fisherman or woman.
Have a hot soak in the spa after a day in the stream, or even book an on-site massage.
www.paradisevalleylodge.co.nz
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JOKE OF THE MONTH
Three fishermen were fishing when they came upon a mermaid, the mermaid offered
them one wish each so the first fisherman said: “double my I.Q”.
So the mermaid did it and to his surprise, he started reciting Shakespeare.
Then the second fisherman said: “triple my I.Q.”
And sure enough the mermaid did it and amazingly he started doing math problems he
didn’t know existed.
The third fisherman was so impressed he asked the mermaid to quadruple his I.Q
And the mermaid said “Are you sure about this? It will change your whole life!”
The fisherman said “yes” ….
So the mermaid turned him into a woman…

AUCKLAND / WAIKATO FISH AND GAME OCTOBER REEL LIFE

Fishing Report
This is the time of year to go low; many of our large brown trout have migrated to the lower
reaches of local rivers to feed while.
Summer will be here soon, and all of our trout will be forced into cool mountain streams
by December.
It is always tempting to go straight into the higher-elevation streams at the beginning of
the season, but if you have any lowland spots now is the time fish them.
Spring fishing has been good with lots of hungry and uneducated fish out there.
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Waikato streams have been fishing well
and there has been heavy pressure on the
Whakapapa and Whanganui with plenty of
happy anglers.
If you are looking for advice to plan your
next trip, send us an email and we are
happy
to
help adaniel@fishandgame.org.nz.
Left: Fisheries Manager Adam Daniel with
a Whanganui River rainbow trout.

Now Is The Time To Fish The Waikato River
Prize winners of the 2022 Hunting and
Fishing/Kilwell Lower Waikato River
Trout Contest.
Many of the large browns in the region
have migrated into the Waikato to feed on
smelt.
Big browns can be caught from Mercer to
the base of Karapiro Dam, but don’t wait,
as most of them will migrate back up the
Waipa by the end of the month.
The Hunting and Fishing/Kilwell Lower Waikato River Trout Contest just wrapped up,
and there were brown trout over 3 kg caught in the Waikato.
Most of the fish were caught in the Huntly area, but there are plenty of fish in Hamilton at
the moment.
The contest organisers have produced a great checklist to make sure you can enjoy some
good fishing at your doorstep.
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What You Need To Catch Trout In The Waikato


A
beautiful
Waikato
River
brown
trout
caught by Sharnay
Cocup-Huges.













Tackle: A spin rod about 6’ to 6’6” (2-4 kg weight) with 3 or 4 kg nylon.
Best lure: Softbaits with paddle tails, spinners such as black or copper tobys or
zeds (7g, 10g, 12g) and large streamer trout flies about size 4 (rabbits, woolly
buggers etc.) in dark colours like black or olive green. Use split shot on the nylon
with flies to help them sink. A licence is also needed, plus a landing net.
When to fish: Early morning or dusk into the evening, but fish can be caught all
day.
Water level & temperature: The water level at Huntly Power Station should be
between 7.6m and 8.4m with a water temperature between 14º and 19ºC.
Where to fish: From Mercer upriver in a swift current close to the bank, along
weed beds, under overhanging willows, or behind structures like bridge piles.
To spot fish: Look for swirls or splashing on the surface or whitebait schools
jumping out of the water.
Be quiet: Fish can hear you underwater and see you. Walk to edge of the river
from downstream quietly, don’t drop gear down heavily, keep a low profile.
Casting: Cast above and across the fishing spot. Starting with small casts from the
bank out. Let the lure swing downstream before retrieving back upstream close to
the bank or current line. Try different speeds when retrieving or even pausing. If
you are getting strikes but not hooking fish slow down or stop your soft bait for a
second after missing a strike.
Landing fish: Have a landing net ready to go and net fish headfirst.

Tight Lines
Adam Daniel, Auckland Waikato Fish & Game
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EASTERN FISH AND GAME OCTOBER REEL LIFE
Opening Day On The Rotorua Lakes Went Off As Usual – With A Bang!
A wet forecast kept some away, but the keenest of fishers braved the conditions, returned
to the Rotorua lakes, and had an absolute ball.
Tarawera produced some stunning fish, with the hatchery's 2-year-old spring release fish
both longer (by 15mm) and heavier (by 210g) than those measured last opening.
The largest fish measured on the day was a 600mm, 3.2kg 3-year-old hatchery release
which was impressive considering it had probably spawned during the winter and was in
recovery mode.
Okataina fishing pressure was down this opening,
and the 2-year-old fish were the same condition
factor as last season, although lighter by 112g.
A 600mm, 3.9kg 3-year-old hatchery (Rp fin clip)
was the heaviest weighed on the day.
Rotoiti produced 2-year-old hatchery releases that
were 7mm longer but 100g lighter than last year (so
of slightly lower condition factor) than last opening
– but to put that into perspective, last year’s fish were
exceptional.
A 700mm 4.1kg, 3-year-old rainbow took the
heaviest fish weighed by Fish & Game for the day.
The rivers and streams of the region didn’t generally
fair as well due to extended periods of rain.
It was wet, but it didn't slow the action at the Ohau
Channel
Finer conditions have finally prevailed, which has
seen conditions improve.
Fish are being caught at all depths and with all
methods currently, but anglers can expect early
morning surface activity to increase as trout begin to
target smelt more.
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Harling or shallow trolling with lures on a spin outfit or drifting and casting flies over
likely-looking water will produce exciting fish for a couple of months until the surface
temperatures start to climb.
This is also the time of year when walking a shoreline and casting to rising (smelting) fish
works well, and this can be done on almost all of the lakes successfully.
A floating fly line and a small Grey Ghost or small silvery spinner like a Kilwell toby are
ideal.
Brown trout are just starting to move into the lake Rotorua tributary streams, and a number
can be seen cruising the flats hunting smelt and bullies.
The upper section of the Lake Rotorua streams doesn’t open until 1 December, but exciting
fishing exists at the mouths well before you need to head upstream.
Datawatch Tagged
Trout can now be entered online. Entries go into the draw to win one of 20 free wholeseason fishing licences: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6
Eastern Region Fishing Diaries – All Lakes And Streams
Fill in your fishing diaries here to help us manage the Eastern Fish & Game region.
Participants
go
in
the
draw
to
win
a
$100
voucher
from
Kilwell: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3
Tight Lines
Mark Sherburn, Eastern Fish & Game
RODS AND FISH SEIZED DURING NIGHT RANGING OPERATION AT
CANALS
Source: Fish and Game NZ
Central South Island Fish & Game rangers were active at the Mackenzie Basin hydro canal
fishery during the night over Labour Weekend.
Ranging occurred between the hours of 10pm and 4am on Friday night and Saturday
morning.
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Central South Island Fish & Game Compliance Coordinator Hamish Stevens says, "our
ranging efforts target all hours, day and night, and cover quiet weekdays and busy holiday
weekends like Labour Weekend."
The scheduled operation resulted in the detection of twelve (12) offences committed by
seven (7) individual anglers, including recidivist offenders.
Offences detected included: fishing without a licence, exceeding the daily bag limit and
providing false and misleading particulars to a ranger.
Offenders had their fishing rods and illegally caught salmon seized by rangers.
All sports fishing offences are criminal offences subject to the Conservation Act 1987.
Prosecution and forfeiture of any gear seized can result in the District Court.
"All offenders are currently being considered for prosecution before the courts."
"We hope the result of the ranging operation serves as a reminder that sports fishing
regulations and licencing must be adhered to, day or night," Mr Stevens says.
CONTACT:
Hamish Stevens, Central South Island Fish & Game Compliance Coordinator. Phone: 027
815 960, Email: hstevens@fishandgame.org.nz

A fat, legally caught, Tekapo fish,
destined for the smoker. This was the
‘smallest’ fish Fikrit got on his last
visit! Photo courtesy of Fikrit
Chinassi.
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TAUPŌ FISHERY FOCUS
DOC
By trout anglers for trout anglers.
Issue 25 - October 2022.
Results from our Creel Survey reveal just how exceptional the 2022 winter season has
been, with record breaking catch rates and large well-conditioned fish. After an exceptional
winter season, spring has continued to deliver outstanding trout fishing.
For many anglers this is an exciting time of year. Longer days and warmer weather present
more options to target trout, and we are already hearing reports from anglers who are
enjoying success with dry-fly.
Spring weather is notoriously changeable. The most successful river anglers will be those
who respond to the conditions. Some trout will already be looking to the surface for food
but at this time of year these spells can be short-lived. Deep nymphing and streamer fishing
will still have a place, particularly if targeting fresh run trout. As river levels drop, a more
considered approach will work best. Lighter nymph set-ups will come into their own, along
with small wet-flies and dry-dropper rigs.
Boaties and kayakers on Lake Taupō also have plenty to look forward to. Smelt are on the
move with hungry trout following close behind. Harling can be an effective method for
targeting these trout in shallower water, particularly in low light conditions. As the weather
gets warmer, jigging in deeper, cooler water will become increasingly effective.
New regulations at Lake Otamangakau are in place this season and a few anglers have been
caught out. The most common mistake is taking oversized trout. As a reminder, the
maximum takeable size at Lake Otamangakau is now 550mm, any fish over this size must
be returned.
Tight lines - James Barnett - Editor
Creel Survey Confirms Record Breaking Season.
This year’s Creel Survey conducted on the Tongariro River, Tauranga-Taupō River and
Hinemaiaia River reveals 2022 was an exceptional winter fishing season. Data confirms
anglers enjoyed record breaking catch rates, and the size and quality of trout captured was
also very high.
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The winter was exceptionally wet with frequent flood events. Consistent rain and elevated
flow rates encouraged fresh fish to migrate up rivers throughout the season. Catch rates for
legal sized trout for each river are as follows:




Tongariro River - 1 hour and 28 minutes per fish
Tauranga-Taupō River - 54 minutes per fish
Hinemaiaia River - 54 minutes per fish

On average the biggest fish were caught in the Tongariro River - average length of 524mm,
weight 1.8kg and condition factor of 43.9. More information and a summary of the results
from each river can be found online>
Reduced Angling Pressure And Heaps Of Trout.
This can be a great time of year to visit the Taupō trout fishery. With other regions now
open to trout fishing, the intense angling pressure on the Taupō Fishing District has eased.
This means it is much easier to find a quiet spot to cast a fly.
In addition, anglers can target a mixture of fresh-run and recovering trout, with a greater
variety of methods providing success. Some of the larger recovering fish are already
shaping up well and can certainly test lighter fishing gear!
If you are planning a trip, just be mindful that many trout are still spawning in the upper
reaches, so Winter Fishing Limits remain in place until 1 December.
All Change On The Lower Tongariro.
If you think you know the lower Tongariro River, you will need to think again. Some
sections have totally changed with a number of new fishing opportunities created.
In August a huge flood event ripped through the river peaking at over 600 cubic metres per
second. This was closely followed by another surge topping 325 - for context the river
normally flows at around 25.
Upper and middle reaches have experienced minor changes, however the lower Tongariro
River, specifically the area referred to as the braids, bore the greatest impact. The area
below SH1 marks start of an alluvial plain, where the river starts to slow, allowing gravel
and sediment to accumulate. As a result, this area is prone to change.
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There have been losses, including the section on the 'true right' that flowed close to the
Tongariro Lodge and a significant section of riverbank and walking track leading to the
Reed Pool.
Thankfully for anglers, floods are also creative beasts. A number of exciting new braids
and runs have been created – too many to summarise here. The best way to really assess
the changes is to see them for yourself. This summer will present an ideal opportunity to
explore the area, while sight fishing with a dry-dropper combo. That should do the trick!
Creel Survey Confirms Low Harvesting Rates.
In previous editions of the newsletter we have discussed the importance of harvesting trout
for the long term sustainability of the Taupō trout fishery. In terms of fishing, the results
from the 2022 Creel Survey were exceptional, however the survey also highlighted very
low harvesting rates, which is a cause for concern.
As part of the survey, we ask anglers how many trout they caught and how many they kept.
Results reveal the harvest rate is now very low in all three rivers surveyed. The vast
majority of legally takeable fish are now released:




Tongariro River – 81.6% released
Tauranga- Taupo River – 89% released
Hinemaiaia River – 83.3% released

These figures raise management concerns about the ability of Lake Taupō to sustain
increasingly large numbers of good quality trout. We know the relationship between trout
and their primary food source (smelt) is critical. Harvesting trout plays an important role
maintaining a balance.
For more information you can head to our website - Taupo trout: harvest or catch-andrelease>
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What to tie now??? So many options, but what will work on the Big O this year?!
22

KAHAWAI - GREAT LIGHT TACKLE SPORT
By Tony Orman – From the NZFFA Newsletter
Kahawai - what a great sporting fish and properly cared for on catching and in bringing it
to the table, it’s very good dining.
First catch your fish.
On lighter spinning tackle or fly fishing, at a river mouth, there’s no finer sport. Contrary
to popular opinion kahawai are not always a push-over to catch. There are a few basic
points that I follow. But bear in mind on some days there’s always exceptions to rules.
Tide
I only fish the out-going tide usually after an hour after high tide. The reason is the
incoming tide is awkward to fish and the odd inevitable “rogue” wave can leave you wet
and buffeted. Besides the incoming tide is awkward to fish from the angling
angle. Generally kahawai after ascending the river on the rising tide then on full tide or
soon after, drift back through the entrance to the sea but often hold in the outflow often a
neck, just up from the sea and ambush baitfish that are either there or moving out to
saltwater.
But this week just gone, I’ve found good fly rod sport close to a low tide. It emphasises
there’s no hard and fast rules.
I tie up my own saltwater flies. They’re fun to tie. I tend to favour Clouser minnows with
the dumb-bell eyes near the head. But just a simple streamer with white bucktail on a small
hook (1/0) can be good particularly in whitebait season. Usually size 2/0 is about right in
size but I like a couple of smaller sizes too.
I use a floating line fly fishing and a two and a half metre nylon trace of about 12 lbs
breaking strain.
Read the Water
My observation is a number of kahawai anglers do not ‘read’ always the water and I see
spin anglers fishing shallow water that in all probability holds nothing. Kahawai prefer
clear water to see their prey and channels and gutters are ideal for them. Dirty swirling
water with tidal eddies stirring up sediment is useless to fish. Yet at times I see anglers
fishing there.
I try to work out where the deep gutter is.
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Match the Hatch
It’s a trout fishing term relative to fly fishing but the concept applies to kahawai. At times
they will home in on one type of bait fish and selectively feed. The prey can be small bait
fish and in that case logically a small spinner or a small sparse fly will be the best choice.
Two experiences graphically illustrate this. One was in October at the Marakopa River
mouth west of Waitomo. Colin Jones and I used lighter spinning gear and very small
spinners because whitebait runs were happening and we reasoned that the smaller lures
were logical to the size of whitebait.
We caught a dozen or so good big sized kahawai each while over 20 other spin anglers
caught one between them, because they were - illogically - all using big heavy spinners.
The other case was one evening at the Diversion where I used fly gear and a very small
size 6 saltwater fly. A friend was with me with spinning gear.
Four spin anglers fishing within metres of me caught one fish, while I caught over 20, kept
8 and returned the rest. The kahawai I gutted had small bait fish in their stomachs.
Yet frequently the fly will out-fish the spinner
Vary Tactics
Variety is the spice of success! It’s a sporting adage to change tactics when you’re losing
whether it be rugby, tennis, cricket or whatever.
The basic adage also applies to fishing and can do so with kahawai. I could cite examples
when I changed my retrieve when I wasn’t have having success with the normal retrieve
whether spinner or fly. I recall two summers ago one day when I was “bombing out”.
I wear polaroids and had seen the odd kahawai just languidly follow the lure like a trout
might. So I slowed right down and went slow and deep.
Last summer I found kahawai in a gutter had against the edge just following behind the
retrieved fly. I only had cast three metres to swing the fly through the gutter so I slowed
the retrieve right down and virtually hovered the fly in front of the fish.
That afternoon, I took three fish from that little gutter.
Be keen to explore possibilities, if fishing is slow. Sometimes at river mouths the actual
outflow has not fished well so I’ve gone to the side 50 or 100 metres along the beach and
found sport.
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If you’re not scoring, try something new.
Sometimes lure choice can be a factor. Vary your type of lure away from the traditional
silver ticer. Try a soft bait. They have lifelike action far better than the silver ticers.
Change of Light
Change of Light is so important. All saltwater fish feed better at dawn and particularly
dusk. If you can get a half falling tide to coincide with evening and early morning, that’s
bang on!
Sad management
Kahawai are sadly a prime example of fisheries mismanagement. The tragedy is that
successive governments have been and are, oblivious to the sporting value-and the tourist
angle-and the potential economic value of the fish.
Kahawai surface workups are rarely seen now. Twenty years ago they were common.
Corporate pure seiners are to blame as is an inept Ministry.
Those surface workups are important in the food chain to sea birds and other fish species
feasting on scraps below.
Saltwater fly fishing is big sport in the US and other countries. Anglers travel the world to
chase bonefish but the kahawai is a terrific sports fish. Ministry “management” seem
utterly ignorant of the economic value of the kahawai as a sports fish and money earner for
the country. Instead corporate purse seiners plunder kahawai shoals and they are exported
to Australia to be canned and even as crayfish bait.
Americans I’ve shown the kahawai to, are amazed. What's more they "catch and release".
That kahawai is recycled. It's earned a few thousand dollars for the region and country
because that tourist has often spent on accommodation, charter boat and other items.
The kahawai should be earning the $1,000 a fish for New Zealand instead of just $1 or so
to be killed and sent to Australia for processing. Besides because it’s often "catch and
release", the kahawai is recycled capable of earning another few thousand dollars.
Ⓒ Fly rod sport on a kahawai
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TROUT FLIES | A GUIDE TO LOGICAL SELECTION
The following article is by Rene Vaz and taken from the www.manictackleproject.com
website .
When you look at the vast array of trout flies that are available today it would be safe to
assume that trout will in fact eat anything and the process of fly selection is just as
important for the enjoyment of the angler as it is a means for fooling a fish. No doubt the
greatest driver of all of these weird and wacky fly designs available is the endless theories
and beliefs held by all anglers about their favourite flies and what works for them.
In this article, I’d like to suggest we move past the emotional ties of our favourite patterns
and discover the variables that sit behind intelligent fly design and why using the logical
pattern of decision-making below can help us to better solve on-the-water fly selection
decisions, and as a result, fool more trout.







Sink Rate
Flash
Colour
Movement
Size
Realism

I must confess from the onset to readers that when it comes to abnormally large fly
collections I am without question one of the worst offenders. In fact, my obsession has now
become so bad that I've had to rent a warehouse, employ staff and enlist manufacturers and
fly designers to assist. Although my obsession is without question at times emotionally
guided I'd like to discuss the process of selecting trout flies from a non-emotional and
hopefully logical standpoint.
I'm sure we'd all like to believe that our fly selection decisions are fully rational and
emotionally detached, however, even the Greek philosopher Plato highlighted that “all
learning has an emotional base”. As anglers, it's easy for us to get caught up in the trout
flies that we have become confident in from past experience, the ones that drawback great
memories of fish caught and stellar days on the water and as a result avoid those that have
failed to work in the whether the differentiation between the two is logical or not.
Motivational speaker, Tony Robbin’s message is that our beliefs are anchored by good
and/or bad experiences. Of course this is the foundation for basic learning we try something
it works so we try and replicate that success time and time again. The issue is what happens
on the water isn’t consistent and our quarry the trout can be highly unpredictable, so by
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sticking to the formula of what worked yesterday we can be limiting ourselves on what the
reality is today.
How To Pick Trout Flies Using Logic

Before we start on what a logical pattern of selection is I think it’s important to identify the
weakness of our own experiences and how in fact they can at times limit good decisionmaking in the future. The biggest failure for all of us is how we trial new trout flies.
More often than not we will start the day with one of our trusted flies; statistics would show
that for nymph fishers this is either a pheasant tail or hare and copper derivative. If we are
catching fish then we will stick with our favourite fly but if we are not catching fish then
this is the stage we start to try something new. If the new pattern works we lock it into our
set of favourites, if however it doesn't then it gets relegated to the section of patterns that
don't work. This trial of course is far from scientific, by trialling a new pattern when we
aren't catching fish is for the most part setting the fly up for failure, and secondly, by
labelling a pattern as one that doesn't work from such a poor trial is a waste of a potentially
great pattern.
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There are two solutions to this dilemma; the first is that we stick to the tried and true
patterns, persevering until it produces the results. All in all this isn’t a silly idea as we all
know the primary factor in success is of course presentation and by limiting ourselves to
just a few patterns at least we can dedicate our focus to that task.
The second, more fun and I'd like to suggest most effective method is to learn the logical
processes to choosing your trout flies to understand what variables are worth changing and
how to select a better range of flies to solve your on-the-river problems - and when
combined with great presentation and line control you then have the formula for catching
more fish.
So, How Do We Choose Our Trout Flies?
The first thing we all think about when it comes to choosing our trout flies is of course
what are the fish feeding on? That is important but here’s another question to add into the
mix, can I get them to eat what I’m offering? More often than not our fish are feeding on a
particular food source but not selectively, so the question of what they are feeding on is
more often than not irrelevant. What’s more important to be thinking about is how am I
going to best target this fish and get it to notice and eat my fly.

Royal Wulff
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Another way of looking at this is to make a fly choice primarily with presentation in mind
rather than representation. A classic example of such a fly is the well known Royal Wulff,
let’s be honest here a Royal Wulff looks like no insect alive; firstly the tail is too thick (I’m
yet to see an insect dressed with a red cummerbund and those white wings are as close to
nature as the latest celebrity boob job). That said, Royal Wulff’s catch fish. In fact, I carry
them in a bunch of different sizes and even tie a variant with a black hackle which I
convinced myself would be more effective on fish that had seen too many of the originals
(a classic example of an emotional decision that makes no sense). What makes a Royal
Wulff such a great fly is it’s highly visible with those big white wings, it’s fairly easy to
tie and it floats well, in fact well enough to be able to hold up a nymph if you want to fish
a dry/dropper rig.
So if those are the reasons we like a Royal Wulff then let’s have a think about those
variables and what other patterns may be of use. When it comes to buoyancy, as we
mentioned, the Royal Wulff is good but nowhere near as good as the more modern foambased flies around, so if you’re fishing riffle water I‘m sure you’d find an improved humpy
with its foam back more buoyant that the traditional wulff. As for visibility? Yes the wulffs
are good but in some light it’s difficult to see the white wings and a high visibility orange
like a Hi Viz PMX will stand out a lot better.
Overall there are a huge number of factors that should be considered in picking our trout
flies and asking ourselves good questions like “what am I expecting this fly to do” and “of
the flies in my box which ones will perform best” are a great start towards making better
decisions.
The Sink Rate Of Your Fly
Often the factors determining good fly selection such as buoyancy and profile are more to
do with presentation than what trout flies actually look like. With presentation in mind let’s
have a think about how this would dictate our selection of a nymph.
With nymphs, the primary factor that affects presentation is sink rate. Of course sink rate
is determined by the fly’s weight, but more importantly by the overall density of the fly as
a whole. A buggy hare a copper with a fluffy dubbed body will sink slower than a pheasant
tail of the same weight as the bulkier tie of the hare and copper reduces the flies overall
density.
With all of this in mind, I like to carry a wide range of nymphs in different sink rates, some
are tied super slim and super heavy to give me a maximum sink rate whilst others are tied
with less weight and a bulkier body to slow down the sink rate.
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The importance of this was reminded to be a few years back when I had a weekend stalking
the edges of a lake for cruising browns. The fish were found feeding in between one and
four feet of water, even an unweighted slimly tied pattern would plummet to the bottom
too quickly and fall out of sight of the cruising fish. What we had to use were unweighted
but bushy little nymphs that would sink slowly through the water column giving the fish
enough time to find them. Despite by numerous collections of flies I didn’t have such a
pattern and had to steal some from a more educated friend.

Simon's Ugly
As a contrast, when river fishing I always carry with me some extremely heavy flies like
Simon Chu’s Uglies which have two large tungsten beads on them to really get down when
it’s needed.
Flashy Trout Flies
Although I’ve obsessed so far about how the fly will actually be presented to the trout of
course what the fly looks like is also important. This also can be broken down into a number
of simple variables like colour, flash, movement, size, shape and realism all of which can
make the difference between catching fish and not.
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Firstly flash, when most of us look at flashy flies, or even nymphs with flashbacks or
sparkly dubbing, it is easy to see these as attractor, unnatural type patterns but of course in
nature flash is quite common, be it from the flashy size of a baitfish like a smelt or inanga
or the subcutaneous air bubbles that develop on nymphs to help them ascend through the
water column. I’ve certainly had times when both browns and rainbows have been suckers
for flies with flash, at one stage I wouldn’t fish a streamer unless it at least had a few strands
of flashabou in the tail.
That was all until I fished in a national championships held on the Wheao Canal a number
of years back. In practice I had caught plenty of fish on small flashy woolly buggers, so on
competition day I fished these religiously with only one fish caught in the first two and
three quarter hours of my three hour session. As I’d done so well on the flashy little buggers
before I felt I had the flies figured out and my lack of success was because I’d drawn a bad
beat. As the last quarter of an hour rolled around for some reason I made a fly change and
put on a classic big black woolly bugger with no flash. The result was instant and in the
next fifteen minutes I landed 3 more fish. In hindsight had I not been so pigheaded on my
fly selection I could have done a lot better. To summarise on flash, make sure you’ve got
some flashy flies and some without.
Picking Fly Colour
Of course the most obvious variable in fly patterns is their colour. I’d always fished flies
in either black, brown, or olive until a number of years ago I was introduced to bluecoloured nymphs by a popular south island guide. These days it’s common knowledge that
pink and purple flies are killers on spawning rainbows, red flies, in general, seem to work
year-round in all of our rivers and even our most wary of south island trout seem to respond
to some striking colours like lime green stoneflies through to the bling flies that are
promoted by anglers like Simon Chu and Chris Dore.
For me I like colour and at all times try and stock my box with plenty of it, I also try and
make sure I have plenty of both light and dark patterns. A tip I had heard a long time ago
which I have found useful is to fish one dark fly and one light, that way depending on the
background the fish was going to see the flies against one would show up better. These
days I tend to extend that habit into fishing one natural coloured pattern and one bright and
flashy fly, that way I get the best of both worlds.
Fly Pattern Movement
A variable that I have always found important, especially in streamers, is movement.
Arguably the two groups of streamers with the best movements are rabbit-style flies and
woolly buggers. Both of which have plenty of built-in movement and can be tied in such a
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variety of ways is important. I also try and tie some classic style patterns using features
pulled from a traditional rabbit or woolly bugger pattern.
For example, a Red Setter has always been a great pattern but in my mind it can be
improved by transferring those colours across to a woolly bugger, i.e. swap out the lifeless
squirrel tail for black marabou and by changing the two collar hackles for a nicely palmered
hackle like a woolly bugger.
Similarly, killer flies can be improved by adding marabou tails and as they are a bully or
baitfish pattern then why not add eyes just like all of the great smelt patterns that have been
popularised by Rotorua’s Pat Swift.

Davis Backcountry Stonefly
When it comes to nymphs unless I want the fly to sink super quick I will always try and
add legs for movement with either hackle tips or rubber legs. I’ve found long rubber legs
to be particularly effective at times with flies like Mike Davis’s Backcountry Stoneflies
which when drifted through large slower pools seem to outfish flies with less movement.
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Size Of Your Trout Flies
If there were one variable that I believe has the most effect on one’s success then I would
choose fly size, and interestingly I find that often this is the one least tried. I’ve discussed
before the value of becoming confident in fishing tiny flies in sizes 18 and below and I
believe of equal importance is trying larger patterns like big #2 streamers on rivers that you
would have previously only fished with a small nymph.
The most important thing overall is that you get used to changing the size of your flies
whenever you aren’t having success, I’ve found scaling my fly size both up and down has
been all it takes to turn apparently uncatchable fish into takers.
Realistic Or Impressionistic Fly Patterns?
The last variable in fly design is whether you go for a realistic or impressionistic pattern.
If we bring it back to our friend the Royal Wulff, which of course looks like nothing that
nature has ever created yet proves to be effective time and time again, we could be led to
believe that realism is not important. However, I have found over recent years that some
of the more realistic patterns tied by the likes of Taranaki’s Kyle Adams or Blenheim’s
Clayton Nichol are at times the key to heavily fished to, or selective fish.
In Conclusion
Although I am a firm believer in the development of a sixth sense in this sport I also believe
when it comes to choosing trout flies it’s important to balance our gut feel with the
understanding of a number of principles that can lead to better decision making and results
on the water.
To finish where we started, all flies work, and whether you are an avid fly tier or an eager
purchaser of flies the sky is without question the limit when it comes to fly design and
selection.
By understanding the basic principles we've outlined and utilising a broad range of different
patterns we are able to better understand the variables that truly make a difference on the
water. As preparation, my suggestion is there is a lot of value at looking to stock your box
with a range of fly patterns that will lead to more options on the water, making sure you
have options of colours, flash, weight, size, shape and movement in your trout flies so when
you are standing streamside wanting to know what to tie on next your fly box doesn't just
show endless duplication of the same thing, but rather shows you some serious options to
really produce some results.
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About The Author:
Rene Vaz, Manic Tackle Project founder, got his start as a school kid tying flies for tackle
stores. By the time he’d reached University to study fisheries biology he was working in
one of those stores, writing and photographing for the leading Australasian fishing
magazines, competing as the youngest member of the NZ fly fishing team and teaching fly
casting on the rugby field close to his house.
Written By Rene Vaz

COUNCIL SECURES WRA FUNDING FOR PROJECTS TO BENEFIT RIVERS
Press Release – Environment Waikato – 30/10/2022
The Waikato River Authority has awarded $2.17 million to three Waikato Regional
Council catchment-scale projects and its new Māori medium environmental educational
programme to benefit the health and wellbeing of the Waikato and Waipā rivers.
The funding is for projects involving landowners, iwi and community groups, with project
management by Waikato Regional Council.
The latest funding includes:
$1.34 million over three years towards stage two of the council’s partnership Ngā Wai o
Waikato project in the lower Waikato River catchment to support landowners wishing to
retire and plant erodable hill country and stream margins and retire forest remnants (cofunded by landowners and Waikato Regional Council)
$402,739 over three years towards the new central Waikato hill country and streambank
erosion protection and remediation project in partnership with Ngāti Hauā Mahi Trust (cofunded by landowners and Waikato Regional Council), which builds on the Karapiro and
Mangaonua catchments shovel ready project
$99,949 over two years towards the Waipā River Protection and Enhancement project,
which has been underway since 2014 to reduce erosion and enhance riparian margins along
the Waipā River upstream of Ōtorohanga (co-funded by landowners and Waikato Regional
Council)
$331,200 over three years towards Kura Waiti ki Kura Waita (River Schools to Moana
Schools) to develop and implement an advancing mātauranga māori kaupapa in
environmental education.
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Waikato and West Coast Catchments Manager Grant Blackie says the council applies for
funding for ongoing large-scale catchment management projects on behalf of, or in
partnership with, landowners, iwi or community groups.
“By us applying for funding from organisations such as WRA, it gives security over
multiple years to do these larger programmes of work and it also gives landowners the
incentive to go above and beyond the environmental work they might normally otherwise
do, alone.
“This mean, in the past five years, we have jointly been able to financially assist 1823
landowners by offering greater incentives for fencing and planting or hill country erosion
work than if we were to rely just on the rates we collect for catchment management.”
The council’s Kura Waiti ki Kura Waita programme was launched this year.
Kaihapa Hotaka Mātauranga Arna Solomon-Banks says the programme came about
because the regional council was looking for a meaningful way to support kura with
environmental learning in a way that supported te reo, tikanga and mātauranga.
“Kura Waitī is about engaging our rangatahi in fun ways, hands on, on the awa, learning
about the tikanga of waka and the mātauranga, the stories of the awa from the awa people,
and sharing that reliving.”
The programme aligns with giving effect to Te Ture Whaimana o Te Awa o Waikato – the
Vision and Strategy for the Waikato River, the primary direction-setting document for the
restoration and protection of the Waikato River.
The council is also a co-funder (to a total of $112,560) of three other projects to receive
WRA funding. They are:
Waikato River Care’s Opuatia Wetland project, which supports wider work in the
catchment and wetland.
Stage 2 of the Mangaorongo Stream Restoration Project.
Te Puea Hērangi wetland restoration project with Tūrangawaewae Trust Board and
Fonterra.
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FISH & GAME ALARMED AT FORESTRY REPORT
Press release, Fish and Game NZ , 27/10/2022
Fish & Game is alarmed at a recently released report which shows the pace and extent of
farmland being converted to forestry in Aotearoa New Zealand.
Chief executive Corina Jordan says the scale of the land-use change, which is having a
massive impact on rural communities, also has negative implications for recreational
access and freshwater health.
The Beef & Lamb NZ (BLNZ) report details how vast tracts of farmland are being sold to
carbon farming speculators, with a significant amount being bought up by offshore
interests.
"Much of the land is going into permanent forestry for carbon sequestering, and this is
destroying many rural communities through lost industry and jobs, and rural services and
support disappearing. It is creating ghost towns," says Jordan.
"Our anglers and hunters, and the general public, have long relied on the generosity and
goodwill of the farmers who allow access to their properties to hunt, fish, swim or recreate.
And many farmers are also keen anglers and hunters themselves.
"The rural hospitality they offer is part of the social fabric and culture of our country, but
the amount of land we’re losing, and the rate at which it is disappearing into foreign
ownership, is a real threat to that."
Fish & Game, along with environmental NGOs, is also increasingly concerned about the
impact of mass monoculture forest plantings on the environment.
"We absolutely agree there’s an urgent need to address the climate crisis, but BLNZ’s
report shows the farm to forest conversion rate is far in excess of the recommendations put
forward by the Climate Change Commission for the country to reach its emissions
reduction targets.
"What’s more, pines take up a huge amount of water, thereby leading to less flowing into
streams, rivers, and wetlands. Couple this with the acidic leachate that comes off land under
exotic conifers, and an increase in some pollutants, and you’ve got catastrophic impacts on
instream biology and the health of our freshwater."
Fish & Game believes government policy should actively encourage additional planting
and the integration of trees - particularly natives - on farms, rather than pave the way for
entire farms to be sold for conversion into exotic forestry.
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"If the scale of forest carbon sinks on farms could be achieved to meet our climate change
targets, then there are environmental benefits for biodiversity and freshwater health, whilst
also keeping the social fabric of rural communities intact - a win all round."
Meanwhile, with the carbon price forecast to continue to rise, more land purchases from
international speculators will continue if the loopholes in our Emissions Trading Scheme
and climate change policy are left unaddressed.
"A consortium of green groups recently called on the government to urgently rethink policy
that is paving the way for this proliferation of exotic forests. Similarly, Fish & Game
supports changes that lead to better environmental and social outcomes.
"Permanent plantation forestry has a place in helping meet New Zealand’s climate change
commitments," says Jordan. "However, more value needs to be placed on integrating
indigenous trees on farm and allowing less productive parts of farms to regenerate."
EDITORS NOTE
Why are you reading this? You should be fishing!!

FISHING FUNNIES
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated)

MEMBERS FEEDBACK
We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.

But are we??
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative.
For example, have you been on a club fishing trip? Did you enjoy yourself? What would
you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of? Less of? In
short, talk to us.
The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.
So if you have something on your mind let us know.
Thank you - Your committee
NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE
Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST
Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge.
Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST
Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST
If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club
Nights.
Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm:
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City
NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE

Club Patron – Dave McLellan
President - Dave Symes
486-6257 Takapuna
Secretary - Mike Martindale 489 1082
Takapuna
Treasurer - Barrie Barnes 021 925 006 Glenfield
Magazine - Duncan Frew
021 648 956 Torbay
Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047 Northcote
Members
Pawel Mikolajczyk 021 960 806
Maurice Parlane 021 650 692 Northcote
Neil Smit 021 274 5625 West Harbour

dssymes@xtra.co.nz
miketmartindale@gmail.com
barrie@iloveflyfishing.kiwi
iconpromote@gmail.com
hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
pawel_mikolajczyk@yahoo.co.nz

maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz
neil.smit@sew-eurodrive.co.nz

North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
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